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Introduction

French local authorities and energy: back to (emerging) power

The agenda setting of new issues (climate change, renewable
energy, fuel poverty, etc.): a legitimacy to lead local public policies

The liberalization process: the release of the State and national 
monopolies opens new spaces

A major stake for local authorities: the control of distribution 

networks (electricity, gas, heating)

=> energy becomes more and more a « local » issue
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Financial stakes

Local authorities own the infrastructures : an asset of 31 billions euros

The control of electricity distribution networks:

two main stakes for local authorities

Local authorities get royalties : licence fees of 300 millions euros each
year

Public policies stakes

Development of renewable energy (wind power, solar and PV panels, 
etc.)

Electromobility

Smart grids



Concession contracts

(Enedis-EDF)

Local (semi) public 

operators

Number
555

(95% of the French territory)

Size
A partition between metropoles

and large syndicates of 
communes (rural-urban)

Communes or groups of 
communes

Two main tools for local authorities :

concession contracts and local (semi) public operators

145
(5% of the French territory)



Number

Pros / cons

555 145

* Capacity to bear industrial
risks and high financing needs
* Economy of scale (purchase, 

maintenance, management 
costs, etc.)

* Competitive tendering
(almost virtual for the 

moment in France)

Size
A partition between metropoles

and large syndicates of 
communes (rural-urban)

Communes or groups of 
communes

* Profits stay locally
* Better transparency

* Better coordination with
other energy networks

* Better integration of local 
public policies

* Better appropriation by the 
citizens

Comparing concession contracts and local (semi) public operators:

the local point of view

Local (semi) public 

operators

Concession contracts

(Enedis-EDF)



A very sensitive political debate

Concession contracts

versus

Local (semi) public operator

To ensure national solidarity

To strengthen the 
« national champion »

To bring financial
resources to the State
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